Here we briefly note some of the precautions.
In transferring radiation
from the blackbody to the spectrometer, care must be taken to ensure that it follows the same optical path through the spectrometer as that taken by radiation from the celestia.l objects viewed through the telescope. In this case, the telescope was the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO), which was required in order to observe in spectra1 re_ons inaccessible
Finally, the product of the measured airborne spectrum and the instrument response function, divided by the atmospheric and telescope transmission functions, yields the actual spectrum of the object.
While it is ob,,-iously easier to obtain the ratio of c_ Boo or Ceres to the spectrum of Sirius or Vega and then to use a theoretical spectrum of one of these hot stars to calibrate the _ Boo spectrum, the correctness of the theoretica_ spectrum mus_; ultimately be verified over the full spectral range in which it is applied. The Kurucz models (see Cohen et al. 1992 : Paper I) were constructed to incorporate what is known about the stars and their visible and UV spectra. The models yield spectra exl ending into the infrared. Using such a model to extrapolate beyond 17 #m is unjustified in the case of Vega because of its circumstellar dust cloud (Aumann et al. 1984 
c_ Boo and Ceres
The spectra of celestial objects were obtained using the High-efficiency Infrared Optics for transferring radiation from the NPL source to the spectrometer were mounted in the transfer optics chamber (TOC) shown in Figure 1 . As seen in Figure  2 , the ratio of spectra through a 202 /_m diameter hole to that through a 262 t_m hole agrees quite well with the shape of the calculated ratio from 3 _m to 3)/_m. The 6% vertical displacement is probably caused by a small difference in beam alignment between the two measurements, as inferred from the value of the ratio extrapolated to very short wavelength. 
While this approach eliminates the need to know e(,\), the variances in measuring S(2.,\) and S(1,A) axe additive. We can use The fluxed spectrum of a Boo resulting from Eq. (3) is compared in Fig. 3 to the spectrum determined using Vega as a primary standard (3 #m to 14 #m) and using IRAS Fig. 3b . In Fig. 3b, In Fig. 4 we note a few isolated deviant points with sma21 uncertainties.
F(,\) = w(,\)R(,\)/.a(,\)/t(,\)
As noted for 
In particular, the present case also meets the criterion, u < v(1 -cr). Thus, because the rays are sufficiently para_dal, one has (Shirley 1998),
where ,r'/o-= r"/r and _ = r'/p. with the same STM as in Fig. 4 (Cohen et al. 1992 ). ,I
